Science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) research refers to experiments conducted to address
problems in those fields that can be tested using the scientific method. The scientific method is an inquiry process used to
systematically study, investigate and to provide explanations for observed phenomenon in the natural world. This method
is used by STEM professionals to answer questions they have about important world problems and usually includes
carefully orchestrating a situation that allows them to observe, measure and test their ideas.

10 PERFORMANCE-BASED STEM
PROJECTS

$45.95
Each

10 ready-made projects designed to help students achieve
higher levels of thinking and develop 21st-century skills while
learning about science, technology, engineering, and math. Projects allow
students to explore and be creative as well as gain an enduring understanding.
Each project is linked to national STEM education goals and represents one of
a variety of performance assessments, including oral presentations, research
papers, and exhibitions.

PRU9181
Years 2-3

PRU9198

PRU9204

Years 3-4

PRU9211
Years 5-8

Years 4-5

Engaging Hands-On Challenges Using Everyday Materials
Use materials found in the classroom or recycling bin to enhance your students’ understanding of science and engineering! This series is designed to
guide you through exciting, age-appropriate STEM challenges, with students working together to make sense of phenomena and design solutions to
problems. Each lesson is guaranteed to stimulate students as they ask, imagine, plan, create, test and improve their designs. Academic vocabulary, time
frames and formative assessments specific to each challenge are also provided to ensure student success.

TCR7920

$49.95
Each

Complete Set

$200.00
TCR7927

TCR7934

Year 1

Year 2

TCR7941

TCR7958

Year 3

TCR7965

Year 4

Year 5

Year Round Project-Based Activities for

$49.95
Each

TCR7980
Complete Set

$100.00

Wondering how to incorporate science, technology, engineering and mathematics PLUS
collaboration, critical thinking, problem-solving and digital literacy into the Preschool–Year 3
curriculum? You can do it with project-based learning units and scaffolded activities through
which young students design, create and use learning/play centres.
The books in the Year-Round Project-Based Activities for STEM series each present fun,
hands-on units that incorporate a combination of science, technologies and engineering, and
mathematics principles, each broken down into five phases with specific guidelines, options
for adjustments and suggestions for parent support. This “learning-by-doing” approach is fun,
and it allows learning to come naturally as children who are bubbling with different abilities,
backgrounds and ideas work together – all while meeting important Australian Curriculum
requirements!

TCR7989

TCR7996

TCR8009

Years F-1

Years 1-2

Years 2-3
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TRANSPORTATION IN THE FUTURE:
STEM Road Map for Primary School

HARNESSING SOLAR ENERGY:

Johnson, Walton, Burton • 9781760565961

Johnson, Walton, Burton • 9781760565954

STEM Road Map for Primary School

Transportation in the Future outlines a journey that will
steer your students toward authentic problem solving while
grounding them in integrated STEM disciplines. This book is an
interdisciplinary module that uses project- and problem-based
learning to help your students do the following: • Explore the
role of trains in the nation’s development, and consider train
travel in the 21st century. • Develop conceptual understanding
of innovations in train technology, with a focus on maglev (magnetic levitation)
trains. • Use inquiry activities in science to learn about magnetic interactions and
use mathematics to calculate distances and time intervals.

Harnessing Solar Energy is an interdisciplinary module that
uses project - and problem-based learning to investigate
energy and energy sources, with a focus on solar energy and
water scarcity. Your students will • Investigate kinetic energy,
solar energy, the greenhouse effect, and salinity. Examine
solar energy’s potential and limitations while being introduced
to the concept of scarce resources and potable water. •
Investigating water scarcity around the world. Teams will choose regions facing
water scarcity and research the areas’ geography, climate, and cultures.

NST5954• $35.95

NST5961• $35.95
AMUSEMENT PARK OF THE FUTURE :
STEM Road Map for Middle Years

WIND ENERGY: Stem Road Map for Primary School

Johnson, Walton, Burton • 9781760565923

Johnson, Walton, Burton • 9781760565978

Wind Energy is an interdisciplinary module that uses projectand problem-based learning to investigate the interactions
of Earth’s systems, including geography, weather, and wind.
Your students will • Study weather patterns, the economics of
wind energy, and issues around the use of wind turbines as an
energy source. • Learn about how Earth’s spheres—interact
and how to observe and measure them. • Be challenged to
develop a wind farm. Working in teams, they will analyze the
wind energy potential of a possible location. Then, they will create a proposal that
considers the wind farm’s cost, energy production, and environmental impact.

NST5978• $35.95

Amusement Park of the Future is an interdisciplinary module
that uses project- and problem-based learning. Drawing on
their previous experience with amusement parks or carnival
rides, students will work in teams to do the following: •
Connect these experiences with a variety of science and
social studies concepts, including energy transfer, ratios and
rates, technical texts, multimedia communications, historical
inquiry, and the influences of technology on society. • Use mathematics and
English language arts to research the background and designs of amusement
parks. • Create blueprints of their models, build and test small-scale prototypes,
and develop cost-benefit analyses. • Design marketing plans and infomercials to
promote their models.

NST5923• $35.95
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
STEM Road Map for High School

MODELS-BASED SCIENCE TEACHING

Johnson, Walton, Burton • 9781760565938

Stephen W Gilbert • 9781760010928

Construction is an interdisciplinary module that It gives
students an inside look at the complex technologies and
science behind the buildings they may take for granted.
They’ll examine micro- and macro-properties of construction
materials, particularly those of high-rise buildings, through a
unit divided into three sections that explore the following: 1.
How high-rises are constructed, their influence on society,
and how to communicate complex ideas clearly 2. The factors involved in the
collapse of the World Trade Center’s twin towers in New York, with a focus on
how engineers use structural failures to learn more about the designed world 3.
Construction innovations that will prompt your students to propose new ways to
construct high-rises.

Humans perceive the world by constructing mental models telling a story, interpreting a map, reading a book. Every way
we interact with the world involves mental models, whether
creating new ones or building on existing models with the
introduction of new information. In Models-Based Science
Teaching, author and educator Steven Gilbert explores the
concept of mental models in relation to the learning of science
and how we can apply this understanding when we teach
science. Practising science teachers at all levels who want to explore new and
better ways to frame and model science will find value in this book. Rather
than advocating a rigid curriculum, Gilbert asserts that models-based science
teaching embraces the creativity inherent in science and in learning.

NST5938•$35.95

NST0928 • $32.95

HB6650

C primary students really change the world? Yes, they can – and this series shows them how! The
Can
Make the Future! Hands-On Sustainability Lessons series is a brand-new guide that shows teachers
M
how they can incorporate STEM into the classroom while also learning about sustainability. Teach
ho
your primary students that everyone can make a difference to saving the environment, and that they
yo
are the next generation that will go forward and make our world a better place.
ar

Complete Set of
3 books

$70.00

MAKE THE FUTURE!: Hands-On Sustainability Lessons for YEARS 1 & 2

HB6659

HB8856

2

Level 1
• Amazing Animals and
Powerful Plants
• What’s It All Made Of?
• What Happens to Rubbish?
• Places We Love
• We Choose
• Super Socks!
• Mini-Beasts at Work
• A Year of Yum!

Level 2
• What’s in Our Bin?
• Classroom Containers
• We Love Leftovers
• Dry and Delicious!
• Prehistoric Pouches
• Save the What?
• Clever Cleaning
• Our Top Tips

$32.95
Each
By Nansi Kunze
B

MAKE THE FUTURE! Hands-On Sustainability
Lessons for YEARS 3 & 4

MAKE THE FUTURE!: Hands-On Sustainability
Lessons for YEARS 5 & 6

Level 1
• What’s Sustainability?
• Compost
• Zombie Plants!
• Thirsty Foods
• Tasty Timelines
• Old-School Style
• Eco-Audit: Temperature
• Hacky Sock

Level 1
• Your Ideal World
• Cotton Crazy
• Grade Your Food: Water!
• Mega Nutrition!!
• Humongous Hummus!
• Best Lunch Ever
• It’s All Connected
• Don’t Read This Ad!
• Supermarkets of the Future
• My Real World

Level 2
• Reduce
• Furoshiki
• Colour Bundles
• Fair Share
• Bulk Buys!
• What Are We Wasting?
• T-Bags
• Eco-Audit: Waste
• Go for Goal

HB2175
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Level 2
• Sustainability Myths Busted
• Greenhouse Gases
• Grade Your Food:
• Greenhouse Gases
• Video Game Vitamins
• Five Food Group Fails
• Make-Do and Mend
• Retreads
• Style Showcases
• Biggest Impact
• The Future Looks Awesome

DOING GOOD SCIENCE IN MIDDLE SCHOOL,
EXPANDED 2ND EDITION
Jorgenson, Vanosdall, Massey, Cleveland • 9781760019273

This lively book contains the kind of guidance that could only
come from veterans of the middle school science trenches.
The authors know you’re crazy-busy, so they made the book
easy to use, whether you want to read it cover to cover or pick
out sections to help you with lesson planning and classroom
management. They also know you face new challenges, so
they thoroughly revised this second edition to meet the needs
of today’s students. If you’re a new teacher, you’ll gain a solid foundation in how
to teach science and engineering practices while better understanding your
often-enigmatic middle-grade students. If you’re a veteran teacher, you’ll benefit
from a fresh view of what your colleagues are doing in new times.

HANDS-ON STEAM EXPLORATIONS FOR YOUNG
LEARNERS: Problem-Based Investigations for
Preschool to Second Grade
Allison Bemiss • 9781760567194

This book uses popular children’s nursery rhymes to explore STEAM
concepts through minds-on, hands-on investigations. Children ages
4–8 and their teachers will love this twist on familiar old nursery
rhymes. Children will enjoy problem solving and tinkering as they
discover and explore. Baa, Baa, Black Sheep insists that she hides
more colors in the drawn lines of her black wool. Test to find out if it is possible for black
to be more than one color. How might you make Old King Cole’s fiddle using cardboard
boxes and rubber bands?

PRU7194 • $35.95

NST9273 • $55.95

EXEMPLARY STEM PROGRAMS

BREAKING THROUGH! HELPING GIRLS SUCCEED
IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND
MATHS

Robert Yager, Herbert Brunkhorst • 9781760019112

Mosatche, Lawner, Nieves • 9781743304174

This book tells the inside stories of 24 science, technology,
engineering and mathematics programs that both connect
with the Next Generation Science Standards and lead to
successful student learning. The featured programs make it
clear that STEM education can work for all age levels and in a
variety of settings - traditional classrooms, charter and magnet
schools, informal education programs, and after-school and
summer activities.

NST9112 • $69.95

Regardless of a daughter’s age parents will find tips they can
immediately use to help combat the gender imbalance in STEM
areas. Whether they need to advocate for gender-neutral, STEMenriched classrooms or want to encourage creative problem solving
and persistence in their daughters, readers will find ideas to take
action to help the girls in their lives break through the barriers and
achieve success in STEM.

PRU4174 • $29.95

GETTING STARTED WITH LEGO ROBOTICS
EXEMPLARY SCIENCE FOR BUILDING INTEREST
IN STEM CAREERS
Robert Yager • 9781760010591

Exemplary Science for Building Interest in STEM Careers provides the
examples and inspiration to accelerate the trend toward steering
students to the fields of science, technology, engineering and
maths. This book explores 16 examples of ideas and experiences
representing a large number of career areas; including scientists,
engineers, inventors and education reformers. When teachers
change their teaching, student interest increases.

Mark Gura • 9781741707779

What if it could be applied as part of a lesson, as a class on its
own or as an after-school club? Sound too good to be true? It’s
not. The golden ticket is robotics. It’s hard to find a better way
to teach STEM education. And the best part is it’s hands on,
multidisciplinary, collaborative, an authentic learning experience
and engaging! Gura brings together the information you need and
presents it in a manageable, organised way so that you learn what
LEGO Robotics is, what student activities look like, how to begin,
how to manage a class and much more.

IST7779 • $42.95

NST0591 • $45.95

PICTURE-PERFECT STEM LESSONS, F–2

ENGINEERING ESSENTIALS FOR STEM
INSTRUCTION: ASCD Arias Publication

Emily Morgan, Karen Ansberry • 9781760563646

Pamela Truesdell • 9781760015718

In this practical introduction to engineering you’ll learn how to
create effective engineering-infused lessons that break down
the barriers between science, maths and technology instruction.
Veteran teacher Pamela Truesdell highlights engineering’s
connection to 21st century skills and university and career
readiness, addresses the Next Generation Science Standards,
and walks you through each step of the simple but powerful
engineering design process. It’s a crucial tool for professional engineers and the
key to engaging students in hands-on, collaborative projects that ask them to apply
content-area knowledge to find solutions for real-world problems.

Drawing on diverse and attention-grabbing books such as The
Handiest Things in the World, The Day the Crayons Came Home,
and I Wanna Iguana. The lessons will lead your students to ask
questions and define problems; obtain, evaluate and communicate
information; and engage in argument from evidence. Along the
way, students invent a handy backpack, design their own process
for recycling crayons, and build a model habitat for an imaginary
pet. Through these lessons and activities, all young students, including reluctant
scientists and struggling readers, will quickly find themselves absorbed in STEMrelated discovery.

NST3646 • $55.00

SF114048 • $15.00
PICTURE-PERFECT STEM LESSONS, 3-5
Emily Morgan, Karen Ansberry • 9781760563639

STEM LEADERSHIP: ASCD Arias Publication
This practical, hands-on guide shows F-12 school leaders how
to support STEM programs that excite students and teachers
- even if the leader is not an expert in science, technology,
engineering or maths. Buckner and Boyd explore ideas
for fostering equitable access to rich and rigorous learning
experiences, acting as instructional leaders and building
community engagement and partnerships.

This volume of Picture-Perfect STEM Lessons for the upperprimary years uses a remarkable variety of books to teach
STEM concepts and reading comprehension strategies.
Through the accompanying lessons, you can teach ways to
plan and carry out investigations; analyse and interpret data;
and construct explanations and design solutions. Along the
way, your students will invent toy cars, learn how scientists use
technology to track individual animals within larger groups, figure out how to
reduce plastic pollution, and tackle other real-world projects.

SF114081 • $15.00

NST3639 • $55.00

Traci Buckner, Brian Boyd • 9781760015060

TCR4957

TCR4964

TCR4971

TCR4988

STEPPING INTO STEM SERIES

TCR4950

Work with students to design megaphones and
guitars; build model roller-coasters, flying vehicles
and motorised machines; manipulate static
electricity; and much more! This series is packed
with STEM activities for a range of year levels, from
Year 3 to the middle years. Teachers will find plenty
of helpful background information and guidance
on STEM connections, as well as many ways to
extend their students’ STEM learning in a practical
classroom setting.

Complete Set
of 4 books

$150.00
$49.95
Each

Robert Smith

Scan and email pricelist to orders@hbe.com.au to purchase books.
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CLONES, CATS, AND CHEMICALS
Irwin Slesnick • 9781760010812

This book challenges students to confront scientific and
social problems that offer few black-and-white choices.
They’re presented as 10 dilemmas from the fields of
biology, chemistry, physics, Earth science, technology
and mathematics. Each question is presented as a twopart unit: concise scientific background and possible
alternative resolutions for the teacher and a reproducible
essay, questions and activities to guide students in
debating and decision making.

NST0812 • $9.95

THE CASE FOR STEM EDUCATION: Challenges
and Opportunities
Rodger Bybee • 9781760010560

If you’re an education leader this book will help you both understand
and implement STEM action plans. This book puts emphasis on both
thinking and acting. That’s why The Case for STEM Education is a mustread for leaders at all levels: national and state policy makers, statelevel educators responsible for STEM initiatives, college and university
faculty who educate future STEM teachers, local administrators who
make decisions about district and school programs, and teachers who
represent STEM disciplines.

NST0560 • $45.95
HELPING STUDENTS MAKE SENSE OF THE
WORLD USING NEXT GENERATION SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING PRACTICES

WELCOME TO NANOSCIENCE, 9-12
Andrew Madden, Michael Hochella, et al • 9781760011147

This book helps biology, chemistry and Earth science
teachers introduce the revolutionary fields of nanoscience
and nanotechnology to secondary school students through
the unique framework of the environment, specifically
groundwater pollution. Comprising of two parts. The first
provides background material for the teacher and describes
how education in nanoscience and nanotechnology addresses
science standards, and outlines the curriculum. Each
classroom-tested, inquiry-based investigation follows the BSCS 5E Instructional
Model and includes step-by-step procedures, materials lists and data charts.

When it’s time for a game change, you need a guide to the
new rules. Helping Students Make Sense of the World Using
Next Generation Science and Engineering Practices provides
a play-by-play understanding of the practices strand of A
Framework for K-12 Science Education Framework) and the
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). Written in clear,
nontechnical language, this book provides a wealth of real-world examples to show
you what’s different about practice-centered teaching and learning at all grade levels.

NST1147 • $29.95

NST1208 • $55.95

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING
Richard Moyer, Susan Everett • 9781760010577

This collection is made up of 14 activities that explore
engineering’s role in five areas: the office, the kitchen, the
bathroom, electricity, and outdoor recreation. Students can
perform hands-on investigations of objects they use all the
time, asking questions such as: What makes a Bic click?
Why do squirt guns squirt? What makes a better cereal box?
Each activity includes a clear explanation of the science and
history behind the object’s development plus a materials list,
student data sheets, and safety suggestions.

Christina Schwarz, Cynthia Passmore, Brian Reiser • 9781760561208

LESSON IMAGING IN MATH AND SCIENCE:
Anticipating Student Ideas and Questions for
Deeper STEM Learning
Stephan, Pugalee, Cline • 9781760562861

From respected voices in STEM education comes an
innovative lesson planning approach to help turn students into
problem solvers: lesson imaging. In this approach, teachers
anticipate how chosen activities will unfold in real time - what
solutions, questions, and misconceptions students might
have and how teachers can promote deeper reasoning.

117008 • $39.95

NST0577 • $29.95
MORE EVERYDAY ENGINEERING
Susan Everett, Richard Moyer • 9781760561079

What makes a windup toy get up and go? And why does
the line you’re waiting in always seem the slowest? Get
middle-schoolers engaged in the fascinating science
behind familiar items. Thirteen hands-on investigations
focus on three aspects of engineering: designing and
building, reverse engineering to learn how something
works, and constructing and testing models.

NST1079 • $39.95

Ann Gadzikowski • 9781760563653

Students are challenged to learn computer science content,
such as coding, and robotics and engineering concepts, as well
as practice high-level academic skills, such as creative problem
solving, computational thinking, and critical thinking. Instructional
practices balance screen time with active, collaborative classroom
engagement. The lessons can be implemented as standalone
enrichment experiences or as part of a coordinated scope and
sequence that leads to higher level computer science and engineering studies.

PRU3653 • $45.95

THE RALPH PIROZZO STEM SET

CREATING A STEM CULTURE

The ultimate set of resources for primary and secondary
teachers contains one copy of 50 Cooperative Learning
Activities and The Thinking School Tool set of 36 posters. 50
Cooperative Learning Activities has been designed specifically
to engage and motivate primary and secondary school
students to think ‘outside the box’, to create new ideas and to
have fun while learning. The Thinking School Tool set of 36 fullcolour, laminated, A3 posters aims to visually representing the
specific thinking tools in Ralph Pirozzo’s The Thinking School:
Implementing Thinking Skills Across the School.

Jeff Wald • 9781760565947

HB7980 • $132.95

Topics in this book include why STEM matters; what STEM
networks do; how to build community buy-in for STEM;
what makes school–business STEM partnerships work; and
what STEM means for teachers, learning, and assessment.
Each chapter is sprinkled with lighthearted case studies that
complement the topic at hand. From start to finish, writes
Weld, the story of STEM unfolds “as a how-to, can-do, who’swho, you-too manual and memoire based on the experiences
of leaders who walk the talk.”

NST5946• $49.95

NST9129 • $45.95

NST9235 • $45.95

NST9242 • $49.95

Grades 3-5

Grades 6-8

Grades 9-12
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CODING, ROBOTICS, AND ENGINEERING FOR YOUNG
STUDENTS: A Tech Beginnings Curriculum

What teacher – or student – can resist books
NST9120
with titles like these? The Gadgets and Gizmos
Complete Set
books feature Drinking Birds, Dropper Poppers,
of 3 books
Boomwhackers, Flying Pigs and more. These
$100.00
year-level appropriate experiments let students
explore a variety of phenomena involving pressure
and force, thermodynamics, light and colour,
resonance, buoyancy and two-dimensional
motion. The phenomenon-based learning (PBL) approach used by the
authors is as educational as the demonstrations are attention-grabbing.
Instead of putting the theory before application, PBL encourages students
to first experience how gadgets work and then grow curious enough to find
out why. Students engage in the activities not as a task to be completed
but as exploration and discovery. The Gadgets and Gizmos books can help
your students learn broader concepts, useful thinking skills, and science and
engineering practices.

Search books on www.hbe.com.au and click book image for sample pages

GET ACTIVE

SOLAR SCIENCE

Johnston, Hausman, Basye, Grant • 9781760019839

Andrew Fraknoi, Dennis Schatz• 9781760018948

Active learning spaces offer students opportunities to engage,
collaborate and learn in an environment that taps into their
innate curiosity and creativity. With the rise in mobile learning,
personalized learning, project-based learning, and active
learning experiences, a more flexible and adaptable learning
environment will help to better prepare students for the modern
workplace.

Solar Science offers 45 classroom-tested, hands-on, inquirybased activities. The topics covered include the Sun's motions,
space weather caused by the Sun, the measurement of time
and seasons in our daily lives and the causes of both solar
and lunar eclipses. Solar Science is ideal for teachers, informal
science educators, youth group leaders, curriculum specialists
and teacher trainers.

NST8948 • $55.95

IST9839 • $29.95
DRONES IN EDUCATION
Crowley, Zieger, Carnahan • 9781760560959

Written for educators who want to incorporate drones into
their curriculum but have no idea where to start. It will cover
all that you need to need to know to get off of the ground
with a drone program in your school. It covers such basic but
important information as which drones need to be registered
and where you can fly them. It also provides recommendations
as to the drones that are best for specific students’ age levels
and subject areas.

IST0959 • $29.95
BRAIN-POWERED SCIENCE

THE BIG IDEAS OF NANOSCALE SCIENCE &
ENGINEERING, GRADES 7-12
Stevens, Sutherland, Krajcik • 9781760010973

Give the ability of nanoscience and nanotechnology to exploit
the unique properties that matter exhibits at the nanoscale,
the research resulting from there emerging fields is poised to
dramatically affect everyday life. Many widely used electronic,
pharmaceutical, cosmetic and textile products already employ
nanotechnology. Nine additional chapters examine learning
goals and how to reach them, students’ likely misconceptions
and ideas for integrating nanoscale science and engineering with traditional
science content.

NST0973 • $21.95

Thomas O’Brien • 9781760010805

20 STRATEGIES FOR STEM INSTRUCTION

While this book is designed for use with Year 6-12 students,
F-5 Australian Curriculum: Science content descriptions are
also included to illustrate the appropriate prerequisite work
that students should engage in prior to participating in these
activities. This thought-provoking text includes many up-todate online resources, as well as extensions to each of the
physical science, biology and chemistry activities.

William Bender • 9781760019990

NST0805 • $37.95
MORE BRAIN-POWERED SCIENCE
Thomas O’Brien • 9781760010935

22 inquiry-oriented discrepant events to challenge students’
preconceived ideas and urge them to critically examine
evidence, draw inferences and review their initial explanations
with their peers. The perfect dual-purpose activity book
for Years 6-12 science teachers who aim to stimulate and
motivate their students while expanding their own scientific
understanding. This revised Australian edition features
correlations with the strands of the Australian Curriculum:
Science, including various content descriptions for the science activities.

NST0935 • $37.95
EVEN MORE BRAIN-POWERED SCIENCE
Thomas O’Brien • 9781760010843

13 inquiry-oriented, discrepant events to dispute
misconceptions and challenge students to critically examine
evidence, draw inferences and review their initial explanations
with their peers. These interactive lessons use readily available,
inexpensive materials to engage the natural curiosity of both
teachers and students and create new levels of scientific
understanding, and include links the Australian Curriculum:
Science, including the rationale, aims, cross-curriculum
priorities, content descriptions and links to other learning areas.

NST0843 • $37.95
STEM STUDENT RESEARCH HANDBOOK
Darci Harland • 9781760019334

This volume provides enough detail to embolden all teachers
to support science, technology, engineering and mathematics
student-researchers through the experimental process. Early
chapters help students conceive and implement their projects,
while later chapters on descriptive and inferential statistics, as
well as graphical representations, help them correctly interpret
their data. Final chapters enable students to effectively
communicate their results by writing and documenting a
STEM research essay, as well as by preparing for oral and poster presentations.

NST9334 • $45.95

Providing customisable, step-by-step guidelines for teaching
strategies shown to strengthen STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) instruction. Exploring the latest
trends and teaching techniques, Bender highlights research
evidence and offers practical advice to help teachers integrate
project-based learning with STEM, modify strategies to meet
the needs of each learner, use engineering design principals to
focus on real-world problems and emphasise teamwork and
collaboration around rigorous maths and science content.

LSM9990 • $37.95
BRINGING STEM TO THE ELEMENTARY
CLASSROOM
Linda Froschauer • 9781760010461

Bringing STEM to the Elementary Classroom is a
comprehensive
source
of
classroom-tested
STEM
investigations. The 36 lessons are conveniently organized into
grade-level bands; grounded in science education research;
designed to encourage learning across disciplines, promote
real-world problem-solving skills, introduce children to STEM
careers, and serve all students equally well; and connected to
all elements of the Next Generation Science Standards.

NST0461 • $45.95
MODELS AND APPROACHES TO STEM
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Brenda Wojnowski, Celestine Pea • 9781760010584

The book’s emphasis is on developing highly effective teachers
who are expected to improve student achievement in STEM
education; its focus is on research-based models underlying
systemic reform efforts across the nation. The book opens
with expert views on the history of professional development
in science education, the challenges of the new standards,
and related research on learning.

NST0584 • $55.95
YOUNG INVESTIGATORS: Expanded Third Ed
Judy Harris Helm, Lilian Katz • 9781760560034

The authors have expanded the book to include two new
chapters - How Projects Can Connect Children with Nature
and Project Investigations as STEM Experiences - and to
provide more help to teachers of the youngest children
(toddlers) and older children (Year 2). The new edition also
shows teachers how to use standards in the topic selection
process and identifies activities and experiences that will help
children grasp key concepts and skills.

TCP0034 • $39.95

CONNECTING STUDENTS STEM CAREERS TO
SOCIAL NETWORKING STRATEGIES

INTEGRATING ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE IN
YOUR CLASSROOM

Camille Cole • 9781743300688

Eric Brunsell • 9781760010904

This book shows you ways to find STEM professionals around
the world who are willing to interact with your students.
She explains how to set up programs that give students the
opportunity to engage in real-world learning experiences and
how to tap into current programs. Through this authentic
engagement your students will find their STEM education to
be more rewarding and relevant to their lives, leading many to
develop an interest in STEM careers.

The design challenges in this compendium will spur your
students to jump right in and engage through the entire class.
Activities reinforce important science content while illustrating
a range of STEM skills. This book will excite students of all
ages with activities involving everything from light sabers and
egg racers to prosthetic arms and potatoes; apply to lessons
in life and environmental science, Earth science and physical
science; and work well in traditional classrooms as well as after-school programs.

IST0688 • $36.95

NST0904 • $32.95

Scan and email pricelist to orders@hbe.com.au to purchase books.
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STEM Integrated Curriculum
All modules within STEM-CIP have been designed using principles of Understanding by Design (Wiggins and McTighe, 1998). Understanding by Design (UbD) is a well-known curriculum design process used to write units (modules of instruction) in a three stage process–Desired
Results, Assessment Evidence and the Learning Plan. Many departments of education, tertiary institutions, and entire school systems
advocates the use of Understanding by Design as a contemporary planning for teaching and assessing applicable standards.

WHAT YOU DO GET IN EACH UNIT
Each Integrated Curriculum binder is composed of three components:
• A Student Curriculum Module which is the primary text material for the student, outlining the STEM problem-based tasks that
classes will complete.
• A Student Data and Response assessment, is where students write answers and show working out, providing a permanent
record of the learning process. Each booklet also includes a survey for teachers to judge what students already know about
concepts before teaching begins.
• A Teacher’s Guide containing all the information included in the Student Curriculum Module. Teacher’s Guide includes a CDROM, containing both PowerPoint presentations for student activities and teacher presentation.

GOALS OF STEM-CIP (Curriculum Integration Programe)
One of the goals of Integrated Curriculum is to develop mathematical power for all students through an integration of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics. Exemplary curriculum modules include performance tasks that engage students and deepen their understandings of mathematics and its applications and at the same time promote the investigation and growth of mathematical ideas. A key
question that is addressed is “What enabling mathematical knowledge (facts, concepts and principles) and skills (procedures)will students
need to perform effectively and achieve desired results (Stage One of UbD)?”

MOTORING WITH MAGNETS
Student Challenge – Design an electromagnet.
Module Intent

3-2-1 LIFT OFF: Years 5–7
Student Challenge – Design and launch an
Alka-Seltzer rocket
Module Intent

• Designing and conducting welldefined scientific investigations.

• Designing and conducting welldefined scientific investigations.

Module Science Concepts

Module Science Concepts

• Forces and motion
• Magnetic, electrical and
electromagnetic forces

• Physical and chemical changes in
matter
• Potential and kinetic energy

Module Maths Concepts

Module Maths Concepts

• Independent vs. Dependent variables
• Types of graphs
• Strengths and relationships between
forces

Module Engagement

• Independent vs. Dependent variables
• Types of graphs
• Finding a mean

Module Engagement

Introduces module ideas.
Assess background knowledge.

Introduce module challenge.
Assess background knowledge.

Scientiﬁc Investigation
Activity 1 – Magnetic Attraction
Activity 2 – Seeing the Field
Activity 3 – You’ve Got a Hold on Me
Activity 4 – Stop the Field
Activity 5 – Exploring Ring Magnets
Activity 6 – Properties of Magnets

Scientiﬁc Investigation

Design and Engineering

Design and Engineering

Activity 1 – Dissolving Material
Activity 2 – Alka-Seltzer and Water
Activity 3 – Temperature and Dissolving Time
Activity 4 – Particle Size and Dissolving Time
Activity 5 – Different Liquids and dissolving Time

Activity 7 – Construct a Paperclip Holder from Ring Magnets
Activity 8 – Construct a Compass

Module Extension
Activity 9 – Magnetism and Electricity
Activity 10 – Strength of an Electromagnet
Activity 11 – Clean up the Playground Challenge
Activity 12 – Build an Electric Generator
Activity 13 – Build an Electric Motor
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Activity 6 – What is Form and Function?
Activity 7 – Engineer Your Rocket
Activity 8 – Redesign and Launch

Module Extension
Activity 9 – What Goes Up Must Come Down
Activity 10 – What Might Effect Gravity
Activity 11 – Rhythms of Gravity

CUR5261 • $199.00

CUR5262 • $199.00

For Sample pages and to Order Online www.hbe.com.au

RIDING ON A PENDULUM: YEARS 7–10
Student Challenge – Design a pendulum-type amusement park ride.
Module Intent

Scientiﬁc Investigation

• Design and conduct well-defined scientific
investigations

Activity 1 – Components of a Pendulum
Activity 2 – Amplitude of a Pendulum
Activity 3 – Period of a Pendulum
Activity 4 – How does Amplitude Affect Period?
Activity 5 – How does Mass Affect the Period of a Pendulum?
Activity 6 – How does Length Affect the Period of a Pendulum?

Module Science Concepts
• Periodic force, harmonic motion
• Gravity

Module Maths Concepts
• Independent vs. Dependent variables
• Types of graphs
• Formula for period of a pendulum
• Finding a variance

Module Engagement

Design and Engineering
Activity 7 – Engineering your Pendulum

Module Extension
Activity 8 – Galileo and the Pendulum
Activity 9 – Pendulum on the Moon
Activity 10 – Riding on a Pendulum

Introduce module engagement.

CUR5263 • $199.00

CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK: Years 11–12

THE GREAT MIXING BOWL: Years 9–12

Student Challenge – Design a hypothetical baby

Student Challenge – Write an informed letter to an
environmental
e
o e a group.
g oup

Module Intent
• Introduction to bioengineering.
• Learning to write a detailed lab
report.

Module Intent

Module Science Concepts

Module Science Concepts

• Designing and conducting welldesigned scientific investigations

• Heredity and genetics
• Mitosis & Meiosis

• Ecosystems
• Watersheds
• Invasive species

Module Maths Concepts
• Independent vs. Dependent
variables
• Types of graphs
• Make predictions based on
probability

Module Maths Concepts
• Formula to calculate density
• Calculating salinity
• Temperature

Module Engagement

Module Engagement

Introduce module challenge.
Assess background knowledge.

Introduces module ideas.
Assess background knowledge.

Scientiﬁc Investigation

Scientiﬁc Investigation

Activity 1 – Take a Gook Look at Yourself
Activity 2 – What is Your Pedigree?
Activity 3 – Are You My Phenotype?
Activity 4 – Language of Chromosomes
Activity 5 – Cell Cycle and Mitosis
Activity 6 – A Different Type of Cell Division: Meiosis

Activity 1 – Hitchhikers Create Menace
Activity 2 – Water is Amazing
Activity 3 – How Dense Are You?
Activity 4 – Build and Calibrate a Hydrometer
Activity 5 – The Chesapeake Bay and Its Watershed

Design and Engineering

Design and Engineering

Activity 6 – Look What Cargo Ships Dragged In
Activity 7 – Chesapeake Bay: Food Chains and Food Webs

Activity 7 – Dominant and Recessive Trains in Humans
Activity 8 – In All Probability
Activity 9 – Engineering a Hypothetical Baby

Activity 8 – Stop the Invasion

Module Extension
Activity 10 – DNA Fingerprinting
Activity 11 – Recombinant DNA

CUR5260 • 199.00

Search books on www.hbe.com.au and
click book image for sample pages

CUR5264 • 199.00

Scan and email pricelist to
orders@hbe.com.au to purchase books.
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ORDER FORM

18-096-09

CODE

TITLE

PRU9181

10 Performance-Based STEM Projects for Years 2-3

PRICE
$45.95

PRU9198

10 Performance-Based STEM Projects for Years 3-4

$45.95

NST3639

Picture-Perfect STEM Lessons, 3-5

$55.00

PRU9204

10 Performance-Based STEM Projects for Years 4-5

$45.95

NST3646

Picture-Perfect STEM Lessons, F-2

$55.00

PRU9211

10 Performance-Based STEM Projects for Years 5-8

$45.95

HB7980

Poster: The Ralph Pirozzo STEM Set

$132.95

LSM9990

20 Strategies for STEM Instruction

$37.95

NST8948

Solar Science

NST5923

Amusement Park of the Future: STEM Road Map for the
Middle Years

$35.95

CUR5260

STEM CIP - Chip Off the Old Block

$199.00

CUR5261

STEM CIP - Motoring with Magnets

$199.00

SF114048

ASCD Arias Publication: Engineering Essentials for STEM
Instruction

$15.00

CUR5263

STEM CIP - Riding on a Pendulum

$199.00

SF114081

ASCD Arias Publication: STEM Leadership

$15.00

CUR5264

STEM CIP - The Great Mixing Bowl

$199.00

NST0805

Brain-Powered Science

$37.95

CUR5262

STEM CIP- 3-2-1 Lift Off

$199.00

PRU4174

Breaking Through!

$29.95

NST9334

STEM Student Research Handbook

TCR7920

STEM: Engaging Hands-On Challenges Using Everyday
Materials - Complete Set

$200.00

TCR7927

STEM: Engaging Hands-On Challenges Using Everyday
Materials - Year 1

$49.95

TCR7934

STEM: Engaging Hands-On Challenges Using Everyday
Materials - Year 2

$49.95

TCR7941

STEM: Engaging Hands-On Challenges Using Everyday
Materials - Year 3

$49.95

TCR7958

STEM: Engaging Hands-On Challenges Using Everyday
Materials - Year 4

$49.95

TCR7965

STEM: Engaging Hands-On Challenges Using Everyday
Materials - Year 5

$49.95

TCR4950

Stepping Into STEM - Complete Set

TCR4988

Stepping Into STEM Middle Years

$49.95

TCR4957

Stepping Into STEM Year 3

$49.95

TCR4964

Stepping Into STEM Year 4

$49.95

TCR4971

Stepping Into STEM Year 5

$49.95

NST0973

The Big Ideas of Nanoscale Science & Engineering, 7-12

$21.95

NST0560

The Case for STEM Education

$45.95

NST5961

Transportation in the Future

$35.95
$45.95

NST0461

Bringing STEM to the Elementary Classroom

NST0812

Clones, Cats, and Chemicals

PRU3653

Coding, Robotics, and Engineering for Young Students

$45.95

IST0688

Connecting Students STEM Careers to Social Networking
Strategies

$36.95

NST5938

Construction Materials

$35.95

NST5946

Creating a STEM Culture for Teaching and Learning

$49.95

NST9273

Doing Good Science in Middle School, Expanded 2nd
Edition: A Practical STEM Guide

$55.95

QTY

$45.95

CODE

TITLE

NST1079

More Everyday Engineering

$9.95

PRICE

$55.95

$45.95

IST0959

Drones in Education

$29.95

NST0843

Even More Brain-Powered Science

$37.95

NST0577

Everyday Engineering

$29.95

NST0591

Exemplary Science for Building Interest in STEM Careers

$45.95

NST9112

Exemplary STEM Programs

$69.95

IST9839

Get Active

$29.95

IST7779

Getting Started with Lego Robotics

$42.95

PRU7194

Hands-On STEAM Explorations for Young Learners

$35.95

NST5954

Harnessing Solar Energy: STEM Road Map for Primary School

$35.95

NST1208

Helping Students Make Sense of the World Using Next
Generation Science and Engineering Practices

$55.95

NST9129

Using Physical Science Gadgets & Gizmos, 3-5

NST0904

Integrating Engineering and Science in Your Classroom

$32.95

NST9235

Using Physical Science Gadgets & Gizmos, 6-8

117008

Lesson Imaging in Math and Science

$39.95

NST9120

Using Physics Gadgets & Gizmos - Complete Set

Make the Future! Hands-On Sustainability Lessons
Complete Set

NST9242

Using Physics Gadgets & Gizmos, 9-12

HB6650

$70.00

NST1147

Welcome to Nanoscience, Grades 9-12

$29.95

HB6659

Make the Future! Hands-On Sustainability Lessons for
Years 1 & 2

$32.95

NST5978

Wind Energy: STEM Road Map for Primary School

$35.95

TCR7980

HB8856

Make the Future! Hands-On Sustainability Lessons for
Years 3 & 4

$32.95

Year Round Project-Based Activities for STEM - Complete
Set

TCR8009

Year Round Project-Based Activities for STEM - Years 2-3

$49.95

HB2175

Make the Future! Hands-On Sustainability Lessons for
Years 5 & 6

$32.95

TCR7989

Year Round Project-Based Activities for STEM - Years F-1

$49.95

Models and Approaches to STEM Professional
Development

TCR7996

Year Round Project-Based Activities for STEM - Years 1-2

$49.95

NST0584

$55.95

TCP0034

Young Investigators, Expanded Third Edition

$39.95

NST0928

Models-Based Science Teaching

$32.95

NST0935

More Brain-Powered Science

$37.95

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

QTY

$39.95

TOTAL (plus freight)

$150.00

$45.95
$100.00
$49.95

$100.00

$

INVOICE
❍ Please invoice school/institution (official purchase order must be supplied)
Purchase order number: ____________________________________________________

Name of School .........................................................................................
Address .....................................................................................................
.......................................... State ....................P/Code .............................

CREDIT CARD
❍ School/organisation credit card ❍ Personal credit card
❍ Visa ❍ Mastercard ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)
Card number:

Country .....................................................................................................
Email: .........................................................................................................
Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

Amount: $ ________ Expiry date: _____ CVV: _____
Signature: _________________________________________________________________

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you
can pay by credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.hbe.com.
au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View
Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged returns for full
credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and return
postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00
for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education,
you can now order online and pay using that account.

CHEQUE
❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REP
VIC contact reception on 03 8558 2444 or orders@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: 03 8558 2444 | Fax: 03 8558 2400
Website: www.hbe.com.au | Email: orders@hbe.com.au | ABN: 77 093 854 892

